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These densities are inferred from a joint seismic-geodynamic inversion by Simmons et al, and include the effects of mineral physics on shear-wave speed to density scalings.  The resulting density model fits, extremely well, present-day geodynamic observations, such as residual topography, the geoid and plate motions, without degrading the fit to the seismic observations.The rheology of the mantle is parameterized in terms of a radial viscosity model that is constraint by geodynamic and glacial isostatic adjustment observations.In order to see how this dynamic topography has evolved over time, we use a backward mantle convection method by reversing the time in the conservation of energy equation.  We also use boundary conditions that are consistent with plate reconstructions in the Indo-Atlantic frame of reference.



 

 
Residual (dynamic) topography is the difference between isostatic crust 
topography and the surface topography 
 
Dynamic topography is maintained by convective normal stresses due to 
buoyancy driven mantle flow 
 
Buoyancy variations in the mantle are directly inferred from a joint seismic-
geodynamic-mineral physics tomography model (Simmons et al., 2009). 
 
Viscosity in the mantle is estimated from GIA and mantle convection 
observations (Mitrovica & Forte, 2004) 
 
Backward predictions (retrodictions) of dynamic topography are obtained 
via backward advection of present-day mantle heterogeneity. 
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But first, some basics. How is dynamic topography measured on the Earth’s surface? First, assuming that we have an accurate density and thickness model for the crust, we can compute the observed dynamic topography, commonly referred to as the residual topography, as the difference between isostatic crustal topography and the observed surface topography.So, where does this residual topography come from? On the mantle’s surface, dynamic topography is maintained by convective stresses generated by mantle flow. That is, down-welling mantle pulls on the Earth’s surface creating depressions, or basins, whereas up-welling mantle deflects the surface upward creating topographical highs or swells.In order to model flow in the mantle we need a description of the driving forces in mantle. These arise from buoyancy or density variations in the mantle that are inferred directly from a joint seismic-geodynamic-mineral physics  tomography model by Simmons et al, 2009.Next we need an estimate of mantle’s rheology which we get from glacial isostatic adjustment and mantle convection observations (such as the geoid and plate motions)Using this model of density variations and rheology we can match the present day observations quite well, but we don’t have seismic and surface observations from the past, so we must model these. To this we use a simple approach to backward mantle convection, which is the backward advection of present-day mantle heterogeneity. That is we un-stear the mantle, we bring back up stuff that sank, and brink back down stuff that rose. With this reconstructed mantle heterogeneity we can then calculate the normal stresses at the earth’s surface and thus obtained retrodictions of dynamic topography.
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Here is the reconstructed evolution of dynamic topography as obtained through backward mantle convection in a fixed North American reference frame – that is the great-circle slice is attached to the North American plate sampling the mantle flow below. Naturally, the results are presented going forward in time starting with 30 Ma.  At 30 Ma we note the trailing flat portion of the Farallon slab underneath the western US and the emergence of a dynamic topography high in the western US.  Also note the dynamic topography low, more or less, above the steepening Farallon slab.  In the east we note a classic corner-like flow driven by the sinking Farallon slab in the upper mantle.  As time progresses, the ascend of the Farallon slab steepens and we see the encroaching warm mantle upwelling coming in from the west and its associated topographic high.  We also see further influx of the  warm mantle from the east as the Farallon slab get’s deeper causing an uplif on the eastern margin.
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Focusing now on the evolution of dynamic topography on the east coast with respect to 30 Ma.  Once again this is in the fixed North-American frame, and the slice is from Northwest to Southeast.  At 30 Ma the subducting Farallon slab is further west, we see the deep mantle portion of the slab.  As time progresses, the North American plate moves towards the west, and therefore in its frame of reference the Farallon slab is moving towards the East.  Once again, this particular slice is analogous to a classic subduction corner-flow.  We see the circulating upper warm mantle that is driven by the subducting slab and we see the associated uplift off of the east coast, affecting the New Jersey Margin.  The total uplift in 30 Myr is about 200 meters, which is comparable in magnitude to inferred global sea level drop for this time period from backstripping analysis of boreholes from the New Jersey margin.  This begs the question, how much of the observed sea level drop is due to dynamic uplift of the East coast versus the change in the global sea level.
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. Eastern US a) present-day Dynamic Topography using density model TX2008 (Simmons et al., 2009) and viscosity V1 (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004) and b) its corresponding change over the last 30 Ma using backward advection and accounting for the rotation of the North-American plate. c) Effect of changing the viscosity from V1 to V2 (see Moucha et al., 2008) on the 30 Ma change in dynamic topography. Also shown in (a) are locations of cross-sections depicting mantle structure and flow in Figure 5 and the location of the Fall Zone in (b) and (c). The Fall Zone marks the approximate landward erosional edge of the Early Cretaceous to Cenozoic coastal plain strataSelected mantle structure and flow cross-sections for the Eastern US; locations shown in Figure 4a. Whole mantle west-east surface to CMB cross-section AA’ shows the location of Farallon slab. Cross-section BB’ is the west-east upper mantle region as outlined by the box in AA’.  Cross-section CC’ is a north-south upper mantle view of the US east coast. The relative direction of the North American (NA) plate is indicated for each cross-section as is the location of the Fall Zone (FZ). Mantle heterogeneity is obtained from TX2008 (Simmons et al., 2009).
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. Eastern US a) present-day Dynamic Topography using density model TX2008 (Simmons et al., 2009) and viscosity V1 (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004) and b) its corresponding change over the last 30 Ma using backward advection and accounting for the rotation of the North-American plate. c) Effect of changing the viscosity from V1 to V2 (see Moucha et al., 2008) on the 30 Ma change in dynamic topography. Also shown in (a) are locations of cross-sections depicting mantle structure and flow in Figure 5 and the location of the Fall Zone in (b) and (c). The Fall Zone marks the approximate landward erosional edge of the Early Cretaceous to Cenozoic coastal plain strataSelected mantle structure and flow cross-sections for the Eastern US; locations shown in Figure 4a. Whole mantle west-east surface to CMB cross-section AA’ shows the location of Farallon slab. Cross-section BB’ is the west-east upper mantle region as outlined by the box in AA’.  Cross-section CC’ is a north-south upper mantle view of the US east coast. The relative direction of the North American (NA) plate is indicated for each cross-section as is the location of the Fall Zone (FZ). Mantle heterogeneity is obtained from TX2008 (Simmons et al., 2009).
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The mid-Pliocene stratigraphy from Virginia south through Florida record a marine flooding surface associated with transgression as far west as the wave-cut Orangeburg, Chippenham and Thornburg scarps. These wave-cut scarps which at the time of deposition would have been horizontal, and the associated flooding surface that would have been gently sloping towards the east are now draped over a warped surface with a maximum amplitude of 55 to 60 m or more. Models of dynamic topography using mantle convection simulations predict the amplitude of distortion for this flooding surface. Together with other, but distintly smaller effects associated with glacial isostatic accommodation, and flexure related to offshore sediment loading and onshore erosional unloading, account for the deformation of this surface within the past 3 million years. We find that in the last several million years, dynamic topography has dominated over other traditionally considered mechanisms accounting for coastal plain and proximal shelf stratigraphic architecture, confounding attempts to use local or even regional stratigraphic relations as references for long-term sea level determinations. As a consequence, inferences of Pliocene global sea level heights, in general, and stability of Antarctic ice sheets, in particular, cannot be deciphered from coastal plain data in the absence of an appropriate mantle dynamic reference frame.Estimates of the amplitude of the remaining glacial isostatic adjustment and combined effects of flexural loading and unloading. GIA estimate based on the LM solution of Raymo et al. (See their Figure 3c) shown by labeled dashed contours. Note that the 15m contour essentially coincides with the Orangeburg Scarp. Shading represents an estimate of the amplitudes of flexure due to post-3Ma sedimentation in offshore basins and unloading due to post-3Ma erosion. Subtraction of these amplitude from the modern topography yields an estimate of the non-glacially and non-flexurally influenced topography of this region at 3 Ma.



 

(Rowley et al., in prep) 
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. Features associated with east coast plain geology. Color image shows the distribution of dynamic topography change in the last 3 Ma estimated using backward-in-time calculation of the mantle flow. Figure adapted from Rowley et al., in prep. The Orangeburg Scarp is a mid-Pliocene shore line-related wave-cut scarp at the base of which are mid-Pliocene marine sediments represented the locations of which are shown by the coarse black dots. The Orangeburg scarp and mid-Pliocene have been deformed by this uplift as shown by their variation in elevation as discussed by Rowley et al. (in prep.).Retrodicted paleogeographic reconstruction of the eastern U.S. at 3 Ma. Retrodicted elevations based on ETOPO1 elevations regridded at 0.2°x 0.2° resolution- GIA-estimate of flexure at 3Ma-differential dynamic topography using TX2007 and V2. Coarse dotted line is the shoreline inferred geologically by Krantz ((Krantz, 1991)) and Ward et al. (Ward et al., 1991). Gray astericks are locations for which there are independent outcrop or borehole constraints on the presence of Pliocene marine sediments. 2° by 2° latitude longitude grid approximates, but is finer scale than, the underlying resolution of the Simmons et al. (2007, 2009) jointly inverted seismic tomography. Asterisks in southern Delware and New Jersey, respectively, are locations of Pliocene estuarine sediments (Groot and Jordan, 1999; Stanford et al., 2001). From Rowley et al., in prep.Current elevations and load corrected elevations of shallow boreholes and corresponding amplitudes of elevation change since 3 Ma for localities shown in Figure 1 along or proximal to the Orangeburg, Chippenham, and Thornburg Scarps as a function of latitude. Differential dynamic topography change is shown as the average of our 4 models with vertical bars representing the total range represented by the models. Predicted heights (Figure 5) = corrected elevation-GIA -Flexure due to sediment loading-differential dynamic topography change.



 
  

Significant changes in dynamic topography of the North American East 
Coast coincide with major topographical and geological features 
 
Along strike variation in uplift and subsidence of the North American East 
coast demonstrates that purely thermal subsidence is incompatible with 
these observations. 
 
Rates of change of dynamic topography are of the same order as third 
order sea level variations and thus likely confounds attempts to derive sea 
level reconstructions from local analyses without incorporating dynamic 
topography contributions. 
 
Further constraints from surface observations and regional  seismic data 
are needed. 
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Along strike variation in uplift and subsidence of this surface demonstrates that purely mantle-derived dynamic topographic subsidence is incompatible with these observations6) Rates of change of dynamic topography are of the same order as third order sea level variations and thus likely confounds attempts to derive sea level reconstructions from local analyses without incorporating dynamic topography contributions.7) “Passive” margins may not be so passive after all!
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